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Background
One of the most common problems is the car jams
that happen during the periods of pickups of the
students.
The Instituto Tepeyac Campus Guadalajara has a
big problem with that.
It happens everyday and affects a lot of peoples
schedules.

Problematic
The parents waiting for their kids and the little
respect of a lot of parents about the circuit rules, the
school circuits and the areas around it get jammed
and cause a lot of trouble and time lost.
The amount of traﬃc goes so far that school bad
circuit car ﬂow starts affecting people around the
school.
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The red areas represent the streets or avenues with constant traﬃc and the black ones the ones that are closed

Signaling
Our school circuits rules tend to not be respected by
parents and some students, somethings that is a
big part of the car jam. Something that we can do to
solve this problem is to put colorful and big signs in
the circuit to indicate parents where can they drive,
in what directions, and in which places they are
allowed to park.
There would be teachers watching the circuits
during the pickup times to see that everyone is
following the rules.

Solution
Create an app to regulate the pickups of the
students.
The app would be used by parents when they arrive
at the school, informing the school’s personal and
the student whose parents already came for
him/her.
If students doesn’t show up at a certain period of
time it will be reﬂected on the student’s grades, in
addition the app would also show what streets are
more jammed based on the parents experience.
The app at the beginning would be tested to see
how it works but if it works properly, it could be used
in any other school and only in schools.

Stop Jamming
This would be the name of the app. The main
function of the app would be to inform the students
when the parents arrive to the school. the school
personal would be in charge that this app works
properly.
The app would activate at the established time that
you told and will detect by the location of your
phone how near you are, when the parent is near, the
app will send a message like phone call to the
student (the other account) to advice that his/her
parents are near.
What we think is that the app will reduce the times
of the parents waiting their sons and reduce the use
of phone as a distraction.

How are we going to apply the solution?
After creating the app we would try it internally to see if
everythings works properly and if it is ready to work.
School directive table would have meetings about the
app and how does it work, besides telling them about
the rules the circuits have and where and where not they
can wait for their kids.
School directives would also speak to students about
the app, how to use it, about the importance of order
and respect of time, and tell them how if not followed
correctly could have bad consequences for their grades.

Conclusion
We believe that this project is somethings that will
be very beneﬁcial for everyone, for the parents, for
the students and for everyone.
By making the pickup process quick, we could have
a good car ﬂow, that would make the car jams a way
smaller problem and we would also stop making our
school problem affect others.
We hope for this project that it can also go beyond
us and be implemented in other of our campuses
and even beyond.

